Next Step Follow-up Oversight
Connecting and involving new people into community is the key to
church health. It is a vital part of the discipleship process in a
person’s journey.
Here you will find a diagram that explains how a follow-up team
leader oversees a team of people working to reach new people in
church. This step by step diagram ensures efficient and
sustainable connections are made.

Follow Up Oversight Diagram
Service on the weekend
• Cards in - Make sure the data entry is
done by Sunday evening
• Allocation

MONDAY

Get the
email from
oversight
with the
Follow Up
due list and
email it to
each
Follow up
team leader
+ some
further
information
about
church Life

Highlight the due
dates according to
the Date Window
Lapsed

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Follow up team
do the first
attempt according
to the due list

Check the
stats so far
according to
the due list.

Get the 2nd
email from
oversight
with the
Follow Up
stats and
personally
ask the
team
member/
leader if
they can
make the
calls by 8:30

If you want to set
up a Follow Up
night, this is the
time to
communicate or
remind the team
day and time

If they got
yellow lights
on Tuesday
this is the
day for the
second
attempt.

REMEMBER
YELLOW LIGHTS
CAN TURN INTO
GREEN
ACCORDING TO
THE DATE
WINDOW
LAPSED

FRIDAY

Check the
stats
according to
the due list.
If they got
yellow or
gray lights it
is your call
to make the
phone calls.

Ideally the
oversight is the
one who
facilitates the
follow up,
empowering the
team to take
responsibility
and ownership.

RESOLVE
(After 12 weeks)
This is a really
important step in
follow ups
When you click
on this box it will
take you to a list
of reasons why
you are resolving
the follow-up.
The goal here is to
help people with
their next step taken,
usually can be
Volunteering, CG well
connected or Ministry
active. However there
are other options
that you can select to
resolve the Follow

up.
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